simultaneously compute an animal's body mass and BMR given its characteristic length using 7 data for humans. 
Furthermore, MMLE can exactly compute every body mass datum from the mass and length data 23 set. Since there is not a data set that simultaneously reports body mass, BMR and characteristic 24 length for individual animals from the mammal orders that were analyzed it could not be 25 determined whether or not MMLE could simultaneously compute both an animal's BMR and 26 body mass given its characteristic length. 27 There are large data sets that report body mass, BMR and height for humans. A human's 28 characteristic length can be estimated from height. In this paper human data categorized by sex, 29 age and body mass index (BMI) are used to show that MMLE can indeed simultaneously 30 compute a human's body mass and BMR given his or her characteristic length.
32
The MMLE body mass equation is modified to explicitly address body fat because it appears that 33 humans are fatter than other running/walking placental mammals. Differences in body fat seem 34 to account for body mass and BMR sexual dimorphism among humans. The impact on BMR of 35 the large and metabolically expensive human brain is addressed. Also mitochondria capability 36 decline with age is addressed.
38
Introduction. The Mass, Metabolism and Length Explanation (MMLE) was advanced to explain 39 the relationship between metabolic rate and body mass for birds and mammals (Frasier, 1984) . It 40 was modernized (Frasier, 2015) by explicitly treating Froude and Strouhal dynamic similarity of 41 mammals' skeletal musculature, revising the treatment of BMR and using new data to estimate 42 numerical values for the parameters that occur in the equations. MMLE deterministically 43 computes the absolute value of Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) and body mass for individual 44 animals. It is thus distinct from other examinations of these topics that use species-averaged data 45 to estimate the parameters in a statistically best fit power law relationship such as BMR = a(body (Nowak, 1999 ) and a BMR and mass data set with 436 entries from the orders Rodentia, 55 Chiroptera, Artiodactyla and Carnivora (Kolokotrones et al, 2010) The data for the animals considered by (Frasier, 1984 Go is defined so that m is dimensionless with a value of 1.0 for geometrically similar non-105 skeletal musculature for which y = 2/3. Gm and k are defined so that k is non-dimensional with a 106 value of 1.0 for running/walking placental mammals. Froude numbers (Alexander & Jayes, 1983; Alexander, 2005 propulsion frequency exponent r = 1.0. The fundamental frequency constant, c, in equation (3) 123 has the dimension of speed. If the non-skeletal musculature is also geometrically similar with y = 124 2/3, then the entire animal will be geometrically similar.
125
Froude and Strouhal dynamic similarity are separately compatible with geometric similarity.
126
If both Froude and Strouhal similarity simultaneously apply then the frequency, f, is proportional 127 to the pendulum frequency, (a/l) 0.5 , where a is the acceleration of gravity (Frasier, 2015) .
128
Substituting this expression for f in equation (1) proboscideans, perissodactyls and mustelids seem to conform to geometric similarity (Frasier, 134 2015). For geometric similarity the parameter y in equation (1) human data must be evaluated with respect to all three possibilities.
167
For the remaining constants in equation (1), the value for the skeletal muscle mass constant is 168 Gm/k = 274000 g/m 2 and the value for the non-skeletal muscle constant is Go = 900 g 0.667 /m 2 169 (Frasier, 2015) .
170
For carnivores the value for the resting metabolic rate constant in equation (2) are Froude-Strouhal similar (Frasier, 2015) . The BMR and body mass data for species in these orders from (Kolokotrones et al, 2010 women. This is the human correspondent to the species averages for the other mammals in the 201 (Frasier, 2015) analysis.
202
The means for each of the BMI-sex-age groups is used. Including the species averaged humans, apply to all 18 samples within each of the similarity regimes.
221
When BMR is known, equation (2) Table 1 is for Froude-Strouhal AVG similarity with non-skeletal muscle mass exponent y = 2/3 254 and dimensionality factor m = 1.0. The fundamental propulsion frequency f = (9.81(m/sec 2 )/l) 0.5 .
255 Table 2 is for Froude-Strouhal PI similarity with y = 0.8 and m = 4.425 g 0.133 and the same f.
256 Table 3 is for geometric similarity with y=2/3, m = 1.0 and f = (1.4m/sec)/l. Within a species variability of the body fat factor h, the sturdiness factor s and the mitochondria 278 capability quotient e could obscure the relationship of body mass to height.
280
The parameter values shown in the tables were determined using the ( (Frasier, 2015) . Based on figure 2 it could be expected that GrH should fall between Gr and GrR. It The parameter values shown in the tables were determined by finding a GrH for each similarity 318 regime so that for the BMI ≥ 18.5 groups of 18 to 29.9 years olds the body fat factor for men hM 319 was about 1.12 and for women hF was about 1.3. The mitochondria capability quotient for the 320 other BMI ≥ 18.5 age groups were determined by using the found GrH and the same body fat 
